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Agenda
• Who is RightShip?
• DEI in Maritime
• Seafarer abandonment
• Crew welfare 
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Need to do more to improve DEI
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DEI Initiatives

The All Aboard Alliance brings together senior leaders from across the maritime industry, united by a 

collaborative drive towards increasing diversity, equity, and inclusion in all organizations, at sea and 

onshore.

Founding Knowledge Partners: Global Maritime Forum, Diversity Study Group, and Swiss Re.

RightShip was invited to be a part of the core strategy group.

Alliance Aspirations

1. Making a career in maritime more attractive

2. Improving diversity in maritime leadership 

3. Improving the gender imbalance at sea 

4. Ensuring accountability to DEI through targets and measures



Seafarer abandonment

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/f0368420-01d6-4f8e-919f-f6a5805f5ef7/?pbi_source=PowerPoint


Enhancing Crew welfare

The Issue:

There is still limited crew welfare data 

standardisation in our industry and a very low 

level of compliance expected.

Responses to violations take place after crew 

suffering has already occurred, often over a period 

of many months or years. This leaves both crew 

and charterers exposed.

Focus is entirely on penalising those who violate 

MLC requirements and basic human rights.

There is no existing measure to effectively reward 

the many instances of positive action being taken 

within the industry.

Data mostly comes through PSC detentions or as 

a result of incidents reported in maritime media.

RightShip’s aim:

With a commitment to obtaining 

more effective crew welfare data, we 

can encourage the industry to 

go beyond minimum compliance and 

achieve higher standards for our 

seafarers



What is the Code of Conduct?

This Code of Conduct seeks to reinforce compliance with the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC) and other 

relevant maritime conventions. It aims to address systemic risks and impacts experienced by seafarers 

through:

Emphasising rights in the MLC 

that are not being adequately 

enforced

Covering rights and issues that 

are important to seafarers but 

not currently covered in the MLC

It can be used by both charterers 

and ship owners and managers



What is the Self-Assessment Tool?

The Self-Assessment Tool support the Code of Conduct and is hosted 

on RightShip’s website. It helps owners and operators 

to track their performance across seven sections and three levels:

Basic

Intermediate

Excellent

On completion, a Crew Welfare Badge will appear on the vessel page.

We do not expect participants to score highly across every area. Simply 

completing the self-assessment shows dedication to improvement and gives 

ship owners and operators a clear view of where they can perform better.
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